
Nike sues LA brand Warren Lotas over shoes that look like
Nike Dunks
 

Nike is usually suing the Mis Angeles streetwear brand Warren Lotas on the alleged

manufacturing and sale for fake Nike pas cher Dunk trainers, based on court docket papers

obtained Wed. 

 

This trademark lawsuit, submitted delayed Friday in Are usually national court, contends

Warren Lotas is promoting together with selling a shoe that is certainly “confusingly similar”

to the popular Dunk sneaker, and is definitely embellished with some sort of near-copy

connected with Nike’s renowned Swish layout. 

 

“Warren Lotas just lately announced these trainers, but there is certainly already confusion in

the marketplace with regards to whether they are legitimate offer or illegal fake scans, ”

according to the complaint. “Warren Lotas purposefully created the confusion, and is

attempting to make profit into it, by, among some other items, using Nike’s documented Dunk

word mark, applying Nike’s registered Dunk business costume, and using the mark that may

be confusingly identical to Nike’s famous Swish design to promote and even sell his fakes. ” 

A Warren Lotas rep could not immediately turn out to be gotten to. 

 

Originally some sort of golf ball shoe aimed from college or university sports athletes in 1986,

the particular Dunk’s acceptance spread because the skateboard group followed it in the

2000s. From there, the Dunk crossed over into fashion using limited-edition footwear

collaborations along with designers, musicians together with hip-hop musicians drawing

crowd to be able to stores upon let go, while sometimes drawing a lot of thousands

associated with money from resale about ebay, relating to the suit. 

 

Some the original Nike shoes not too long ago sold at public sale for $18, 000, regarding to

the online industry StockX. 



 



“As a primary and proximate result associated with WL’s wrongful acts, Coleman has

suffered, continue to be experience, and/or is likely for you to endure damage to its

trademarks, business reputation, together with goodwill the fact that money are unable to

compensate. Unless restrained, WL will continue to use the Swish design mark and/or

confusingly similar dirt, and will certainly cause permanent harm to Nike for which Nike does

not have any adequate remedy at rules, ” the lawsuit alleges. 

 

   is seeking to possess a Los Angeles legal judge get a good immediate stop to be able to

Warren Lotas’ manufacture and great deals involving its allegedly “confusingly similar”

sneakers, plus injuries together with “any and all gains earned as the consequence of WL’s

acts in breach of Nike’s rights, ” the suit states. 

https://racinginvestigators.org/

